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Most of what we know we know because we accept the word of others. Why is communication or interlocution—testimony in the broad sense—a source of knowledge? Why do I sometimes learn things about the world by talking to you, by accepting what you say? The standard answer is that communication is a source of knowledge because the knowledge that a speaker possesses is somehow transferred to the hearer. The standard view holds, among others, the following two claims. The first is a necessity claim; the second is a sufficiency claim.

(KN) H comes to know that P by accepting S’s statement that P only if S knows that P.

(KS) If S knows that P and S sincerely states that P and H justifiably accepts S’s statement that P then H comes to know that P. 1

I argue against this view and in favor of two replacement principles. The information-theoretic alternative—an account pioneered for perceptual knowledge by Fred Dretske—endorses the following two claims. 2 The first is a necessity claim; the second is a sufficiency claim.

(IN) H comes to know that P by accepting that P only if H’s basis for accepting—H’s internal, cognitive state of understanding S as having asserted that P—carries the information that P.

(IS) If H’s basis for accepting that P—H’s internal, cognitive state of understanding S as having asserted that P—carries the information that P and H justifiably accepts that P then H comes to know that P.

All four principles use the locution ‘accept’. Acceptance involves understanding a speaker as having asserted or presented-as-true (as having stated or reported) that P and then believing that P on the basis of so understanding. 3
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Acceptance is a species of belief; it is not meant to mark out a cognitive state that is somehow distinct from belief. In this paper my primary aim is undermining (KS) and supporting (IN), though I will say a word or two in support of (IS). §I concerns what it is for something to carry the information that P and why information carrying should be relevant to knowledge. §II-III is the heart of my case against (KS) and in favor of (IN). §IV treats a modification of (KS) due to C.A.J. Coady in his important and highly praised book, Testimony: A Philosophical Study. §§V-VI discuss two objections and §VII raises a general issue. I take up the argument against (KN), and further defense of (IS), elsewhere.

I

I endorse the following necessary condition upon knowledge: to know that P one must base one’s belief that P on adequate grounds. Adequate grounds that P are those that establish the fact that P or guarantee the truth that P (Dretske 1971, 1981, Armstrong 1973, Fogelin 1994, McDowell 1994). Grounds guarantee the truth that P just in case the grounds would not be as they are unless it were the case that P. What makes the subjunctive true are the operative laws in situ. What the grounds guarantee is thus understood in terms of nomological dependencies. One way to understand all of this is in terms of information carrying.

Information carrying is due to a law-like correlation or counterfactual dependence between a signal—an event, condition, or state of affairs, including such things as utterances and mental states—and another event, condition, or state of affairs. The rings of a tree, for example, carry the information or indicate the age of the tree. Footprints of a certain sort in the snow carry information about wildlife in the vicinity. All of this, however, is relative to circumstances, to the local conditions that obtain. When a signal carries the information that P it is a guarantee in the circumstances that P. Ordinarily certain tracks or marks in the snow would not be there unless local wildlife were there. But if the local fraternity placed tracks in the snow for fun, tracks of the same type as quail tracks, then the possibility that these marks right here were caused by a college frosh and not by a quail is now a relevant alternative possibility to the proposition that they were caused by wildlife. At best, in these circumstances, the marks in the snow carry the disjunctive information that wildlife or pranksters are present in the surrounding forest.

What has this got to do with knowledge? Perceptual knowledge that P requires that the subject base her belief on a perceptual or cognitive state that carries the information that P. Why should this be so? The information-carrying requirement incorporates the popular “no relevant alternatives” requirement, and thereby solves Gettier and post-Gettier cases. Here the idea is that if I cannot perceptually distinguish P from Q—P and Q are “perceptual equivalents” or tokens of the same type (Goldman 1976)—and the possibility that Q is not relevant, then the fact that I cannot distinguish between P and Q does not prevent me from percep-
tually knowing that P. The possibility that I am deceived by an evil demon does not rob me of my knowledge that I am sitting here by the fire, for such a possibility is not a relevant possibility. But if the possibility that Q is relevant, then perhaps I do not know. The shopworn case is where someone is driving through the countryside and sees what she takes to be a barn that is in fact a barn, but all around in the surrounding countryside are barn façades. The driver cannot tell whether what she sees is really a barn or just a façade. The possibility that what she sees is not a barn but a façade is relevant and since she cannot rule out the possibility from her car, it seems she does not know it is a barn (Goldman 1976).

In these circumstances her perceptual state does not carry the information that a barn is on the hill, for a token perceptual state of the same type could also be caused by something that is not a barn. That is why she does not know. This approach has the dual advantage of capturing the sense in which it is true that if you know that P then you cannot be mistaken, the sense that is stronger than the mere triviality that knowledge is belief that is true, in that it requires true belief in actual and nearby possible circumstances, and of capturing the sense in which knowledge is not infallible belief, belief that cannot be mistaken regardless of circumstance.

To summarize, knowledge requires adequate grounds. Adequate grounds establish the fact or “track the truth.” Truth-tracking is a subjunctive property of the grounds. The subjunctive holds because of the operative laws in situ, because of the lawful dependencies between the grounds and the facts. So to know that P one must base one’s belief on grounds that carry the information that P.9 Stating this as a necessary condition, however, does not exclude the importance of justifiably believing that P as a component of knowledge, pace Dretske. However, I will not, at least in this paper, attempt an account of justifiably believing.10 This is not to say that the issue will not arise. It will. But when it does I will only say a few words about what justifiably believing something on the basis of what another person says does not require.

If knowledge that P is belief that P justifiably based on grounds that carry the information that P, it follows that in the case of belief based upon understanding a speaker’s utterance as the report or presentation-as-true that P, for the hearer to know that P her internal, cognitive state of understanding the speaker as so presenting must carry the information that P. What follows is (IN). And if the hearer justifiably believes that P in such a case, she will know that P. What follows is (IS).11 However, though I endorse the general claims that I have made and so believe that (IN) and (IS) follow as special cases, I do not rest my argument in favor of these principles and against the standard view on the general claims. Rather, my argument will turn on the examples presented in §§II-III and the defense carried out in the sections that follow.

I want to understand why we sometimes acquire knowledge by accepting what other people say. The standard answer, as I see it, is largely metaphorical in inspiration; it relies on the metaphor of transferring goods from one person to another. If person A does not have good G, then person B will not come to have
good G either by accepting A’s offer. And if A does have G, then B will come to have G too if B accepts A’s offer. But when it comes to knowledge, I do not see how it is that knowledge gets transferred. I do not see how the standard view explains why communication is a source of knowledge. Something else must be going on. I return to this larger, explanatory question when concluding.

My thinking on these matters is driven largely by reflection on a certain range of cases, the range of cases that the information-carrying approach to knowledge accords well with, primarily perceptual ones. The cases I will discuss involve a subject who knows that P because he or she has seen, smelled, tasted, or heard that P, or has perceived some relevant fact and then inferred, on the basis of a general belief, that P, or at least would so infer on some occasion. I will not discuss cases where the subject’s report is not about a particular, perceptible matter of fact. So I will not discuss reports about general matters of fact, or about moral matters, or about mathematical matters or matters of necessity. It may be that the truth of my view is limited to perceptual or observational reports, or perhaps also reports of introspection, and that there are no possible counter-examples to the standard view when the reports involve mathematics, general facts, and so on. Here I leave these questions open.

II

I will offer two counter-examples to (KS) that support (IN).12 The first case is a variant of an example due to Harman (1973) and first introduced into the testimony literature by Adler (1996). Call this the Newspaper Case.13

The military of a small country hopes to stage a successful coup, and pays off or threatens the reporters of the country’s newspapers to report that the President has been assassinated regardless of what in fact happens. All but one of the reporters gives in. Andy will report what really happens, and not just what the military wants him to report. As it turns out, the assassination attempt is successful and Andy is the only eyewitness. The other reporters do not know or even inquire into what really happened. Andy writes in his by-lined column that the President was assassinated. When Jenny reads Andy’s article, does she know that the President was assassinated?

If we suppose that Jenny has no special relationship to Andy or his paper, and would rely on any of the other newspapers if Andy’s were not available, or if she just felt like reading any old paper, or were even disposed to occasionally glance and rely upon the headlines of the other papers, then I think it is clear that Jenny does not come to know that the President was assassinated even though Andy, the person whose report she is accepting, does know that the President was assassinated. The case thus undermines (KS).14

It is useful to think of this case on analogy with the barns case. In that case things would “look” the same to the subject even if she were to look at a barn
façade. The barns she sees and the façades she might have seen are perceptually equivalent; they cause experiences of the same type. Though they would not look exactly alike, indeed the real barn and the fakes may look very different, e.g. the real barn is old and small and the fakes are new and rather large, either look disposes her to form the belief that there is a barn on yonder hill. She can distinguish the individual barns and barn façades from each other as individual objects, but she cannot distinguish the barns as barns from the façades as façades. Relying on perceptual appearance alone, she cannot tell whether something is real or a fake. Each look, for her, plays the same cognitive role, disposing her to believe there is a barn. And since, in the circumstances, there are such fakes, seeing a barn does not carry the information that there is a barn. The same kind of experience would be caused by something that is not a barn, so the experience of seeing a barn does not guarantee that there is a barn.

Now suppose we think of Andy’s report as a “stand in” or “surrogate” for the fact that the President was assassinated, for his report guarantees that the President was assassinated, and so is “just as good as the real thing.” And suppose we think of the other reports by the other reporters as “imposters” or “fakes.” We can then see the analogy between Jenny and the subject driving through the countryside: Andy’s report is like the barn and the other reports are like façades. Jenny, though she reads a report that is just as good as having the fact before her, does not come to know because she would have formed the same belief on the basis of the same type of cognitive state, reading a “fake” report. Andy’s report and the other reports are, for her, cognitively equivalent. Though perhaps the reports look very different, e.g. they are printed in different fonts with different bylines and report different details, and so on, they both dispose her to believe that the President was assassinated. Each potential state of understanding the various reports plays the same cognitive role, which is evidence that they are, for her, of the same type. Since Jenny does not know when she relies on Andy, a knowledgeable reporter, the case clearly undermines ¬KS.

Does the example support ¬IN? Is it a case where the information that P is lacking? One might say that it is not such a case. One might say that the information that P is present in Andy’s report, for Andy saw the assassination and would only report what he saw. Indeed, since the information is present and Jenny does not come to know, it might be said that the example not only does not support (IN), but that it also undermines (IS). Both suggestions, however, would be based on a mistake. What matters according to (IN) and (IS) is the hearer’s internal, cognitive state of understanding the speaker as having made a certain report, and whether that state carries the information that P. If the speaker’s report carries the information that P it does not follow that the hearer’s internal state of understanding the speaker carries the information that P. Consider the following example. If lightbulb A is on, then given the wiring, B is then turned on, and B in turn turns on C. B’s being on carries the information that A is on, and C’s being on carries the information that A and B are on. Now suppose C’s being on will result in D’s being on, but E’s being on will also bring it about that the D is on. When D is
on, that means (carries the information) that either A (and B and C) is on or E is on. In Jenny’s case, Andy’s report (C) carries the information that the President was assassinated (A) (and that Andy believes that, (B)). What about Jenny’s state of understanding Andy’s report (D)? Does it carry the information that the President was assassinated (A)? Since the other reports (E) would produce a cognitively equivalent state of understanding, the answer is no. At best her state of understanding Andy’s report carries the disjunctive information that there are fake reports or the President was assassinated. Andy’s report carries the information that P, Jenny’s grounds for believing that P do not. The case supports (IN) and does not threaten (IS).15

III

In the case just discussed, the reporter was reliable in the relevant sense, but the presence of unreliable reporters prevented those who rely upon him from acquiring knowledge. In the following example the speaker is not reliable in the relevant sense because the speaker sometimes makes a false higher level classification of objects and events in his or her experience, because of a false connecting belief. The example is a variant of a case due to Dretske (1992). Call this the Winetaster Case.

George is a connoisseur of fine wines. He unerringly identifies a Médoc wine as a Médoc when he tastes one. He knows that Médocs are Bordeaux, for he knows that Médoc is a region of Bordeaux. George also unerringly identifies Chianti wines as Chianti. Hence he unerringly distinguishes Médocs from Chianti on the basis of their respective tastes. However, strangely enough (see note 17), George mistakenly identifies Chianti as Bordeaux, for he mistakenly thinks that Tuscany is a wine growing region in southern Bordeaux. At a dinner party where both Médoc and Chianti wines are being served, George is served a Médoc and correctly identifies it as such, and thus knows that it was Bordeaux. The next day his friend Michael asks him what kind of wine was served and George tells him it was Bordeaux.16

The various conditions required by (KS) are satisfied, but he does not know what he was told. Hence (KS) is false.

George’s testimony does not put Michael in a position to know that the wine was a Bordeaux because George’s testimony does not carry the information that the wine was a Bordeaux. At best his testimony carries the information that the wine was a Bordeaux or a Chianti. In these circumstances George would say that P whether or not P. When Michael comes to believe that the wine was a Bordeaux, he may form a true belief, even a justified true belief, but not a belief that counts as knowledge. The case thus supports (IN). Structurally what is going on in this case is that the relevant alternatives that the speaker can rule out, or has ruled out,
are greater than those the hearer can rule out just by relying on the speaker. The
speaker has failed to “immunize” the hearer from all of the relevant alternatives.
Many do not find this example convincing as a counter-example to (KS) at
first pass. The most common reason offered is that George does not know because
of his false geographical belief. Is this reason persuasive? Well, it depends on
how we flesh out the case. Suppose George thinks every red wine from Europe is
from a region of Bordeaux. Then George does not know that wines from Bor-
deaux are in fact from Bordeaux. But suppose that George is only wrong about
Tuscany. Shouldn’t we say then that George does know that Médoc is a region of
Bordeaux? Wouldn’t George be like a typical New Yorker who thinks New Mex-
ico is in Mexico but still knows that Wisconsin is in the United States? A typical
New Yorker isn’t guessing when he says Wisconsin is in the United States. Surely
we can say that George knows, despite his false belief about Tuscany, that Médoc
is a region of Bordeaux. Furthermore, the fact that Tuscany is not a region of
Bordeaux is not a defeater for George’s belief that the wine he drank was a Bor-
deaux, for if he were to come to know that Tuscany is not in Bordeaux he would
still know that Médoc is in Bordeaux and would still believe that the wine, which
he correctly identified as a Médoc, was a Bordeaux.

There are two other reasons that may persuade one to reject the example. The
first is due to Coady’s discussion of the example. Coady’s thinks George’s ev-
idence is really no better than Michael’s evidence. Coady first states the analysis
I favor:

It may be urged that there is a crucial difference in the status of the evidence that
George and Michael have for their common belief that the wine was a Bordeaux.
George’s evidence is that it tasted like a Médoc and he knows that all Médocs are
Bordeaux, so it is plausible to think that he would not have this evidence for his belief
unless his belief were true. Michael’s evidence is that George says that the wine was
a Bordeaux and this we might suspect is evidence he would have even if his belief that
it was a Bordeaux were false, i.e. in the circumstances that it was a Chianti. (1992:
227–8. Emphasis added.)

Why does Coady think this is wrong? He says that:

It is not clear how we can treat as true the claim, ‘it is possible that Michael should
have had this very evidence but his belief should have been false’, without making it
true also that ‘it is possible that George should have had this very evidence but his
belief have been false’. We could treat Michael’s evidence as merely some utterance
of George’s to the effect that some wine he had at a dinner party was a Bordeaux, but
then why not treat George’s evidence equally abstractly as some taste sensation which
he identifies as belonging to a type of wine which he believes to be a Bordeaux? To
do so is to allow that in both cases the evidence might remain the same and the belief
be false. (1992: 228)

Coady’s objection, in essence, is that we should treat George’s evidence such that
there is no difference between his coming to believe that a Chianti is a Bordeaux
and his coming to believe that a Médoc is a Bordeaux. There is no clear reason, Coady appears to suggest, to hold that George’s evidence is better than Michael’s once we re-describe the case or treat George’s evidence “equally” abstractly as we treat Michael’s evidence. George’s evidence is thus “tastes like a Bordeaux” when it is Bordeaux and when it is Chianti. George’s evidence is thus no better than Michael’s is.

This will not do. What does it amount to other than the suggestion that if we abstract away from the relevant features of the example in question that make it work as a case against principle (KS) that it will no longer work? The evidence that George possesses is not “tastes like a Bordeaux” because Médoc wines and Chianti wines produce different taste-sensations for George. He accurately and reliably distinguishes Médoc from Chianti on the basis of their different tastes. George’s mistake is to group Médocs and Chianti together as Bordeaux on the basis of a false geographical belief; he does not do so on the basis of some “higher level” taste sensation. Indeed, it is consistent with the example to suppose that George thinks that Chianti taste very different from Médocs, and from every other Bordeaux.19

What the example shows is that when the speaker can rule out more relevant alternatives than the hearer, a speaker can sometimes know that P and sincerely state that P but not enable his hearer to learn something on the basis of his testimony. This is because the speaker’s belief, though it is caused or causally sustained by a signal that carries the information that P, does not itself carry the information that P; and it does not carry the information that P because, in this case, the speaker has a false general belief that sometimes causes him to believe that P when not P.20 Because his belief does not carry the information that P, when he states that P his statement will not carry the requisite information either. Hence he will know something even though he cannot bring his audience to know it by communicating the belief to them.

The only other reason I can imagine for finding the example unconvincing is that it contradicts (KS). It is true that (KS) is intuitive. But I do not see that it is unassailable, nor do I see that its plausibility is greater than the plausibility that George knows and Michael does not. Further, the plausibility of the principle, I claim, is due to the fact that it is generally true that if a speaker’s statement carries the information that P, that is because the speaker’s belief that P is caused or sustained by the information that P. Hence it will generally, though not always, be the case that a speaker enables a hearer to come to know that P when the speaker, in fact, knows that P. The plausibility of (KS), then, is due to the truth of (IN). I return to this point below.

IV

There are two ways to treat the counter-examples without endorsing (IN). The first is to concede the force of the examples without giving up (KS) as expressing a sufficient condition on the speaker’s side of the equation, instead holding that
the example shows that (KS) should be modified to add further conditions to the list of what the hearer must do for knowledge to be transferred from the speaker to the hearer. The second is to concede the force of the examples but hold that (KS) should be modified; further conditions should be added to the list of what the speaker must do to transfer knowledge. Coady, for one, takes this latter route. First I discuss Coady’s view as an exemplar for views that add conditions upon the speaker and then I briefly discuss views that add conditions upon the hearer.

I will first take up the Winetaster Case and then discuss the Newspaper Case. When concluding his discussion of George and Michael, Coady suggests that (KS) ought to be reformulated to add a “competency” condition. Once he adds such a condition he can concede that George knows about the wine even though George cannot transmit that knowledge, for he is not competent about Bordeaux wines (1992: 229–30). So knowledge is not sufficient, but knowledge plus “competence” is. Hence Coady would endorse (KS*).

(KS*) If S knows that P, and S has the relevant competence, authority, or credentials to state truly that P, and H justifiably accepts S’s sincere statement that P, then H comes to know that P. 21

The problem (KS*) faces is stating exactly what is to count as the “relevant competence, authority, or credentials to state truly that P.” Naturally we should beware of explicating “competence” or “authority” or “credentials” as “whatever is needed beyond what (KS) requires to transmit knowledge.” That would not be very informative. But once we explicate what competence is, the proposal faces a dilemma: either George is competent, in which case the example is still a counter-example to the new principle, or George is not competent because his testimony does not carry the information that P. In short, either (KS*) is of no help or (KS*) is just a version of the information-theoretic account.

To take up the first horn, consider what would be the most ordinary reading of “the relevant competence, etc.” That reading suggests that George does possess the relevant competence, authority, or credentials to state truly that P. That is, suppose that George knows almost everything there is to know about European wines. His one mistake is the belief that Chianti is produced in a region of Bordeaux. If he were called in to a courtroom as an expert witness about European wines he would most surely pass muster (see note 17). A fact about competence in any skill or subject matter is that it does not require perfection or infallibility. 22 So when he truly states that the wine was a Bordeaux, doesn’t he pass Principle (KS*) as well as Principle (KS)? But knowledge is not transmitted, so (KS*) is false as well.

Now suppose we understand “the relevant competence, etc.” in a more technical way, in a way that will avoid the counter-example. What Coady needs is an account of competence that is relative to particular propositions and is such that if a speaker is competent relative to P then it is guaranteed that P. That is, what Coady really needs to add is not that the speaker is competent (in the ordinary
sense of ‘competent’) with respect to P, but that his statement that P carries the
information that P. At best (KS*) is really just (KS) plus (IN), and (IN) is doing
all the work.23 (KS*) offers no real alternative to (IN) and should be abandoned
along with (KS).

It is even easier to see that (KS*) is no help with the Newspaper Case. Andy is
clearly competent, in both the ordinary sense and in the technical sense, for he
saw the assassination and he is an honest reporter. However, it is also clear that
competence in either sense is not enough, for Jenny does not learn that the Pres-
ident was assassinated when reading Andy’s article. We can now see that (KS*) is
not even (KS) plus (IN), for (KS*) has to do with the speaker and his or her
statement, and not with the hearer’s grounds, with the hearer’s cognitive state of
understanding the speaker.

What conditions on the hearer could one add to explain the case? What is
required is a general condition that a hearer must meet, a condition that the hearer
fails to meet in the cases described. First, one could require that the hearer know
that the speaker know. Michael surely does not know that George knows, and
Jenny does not know that Andy knows. But this is clearly too demanding. The
whole point of relying on others is that one can acquire knowledge from another
where one knows less than one’s interlocutor, or at least less about the particular
case. Now one might object by pointing out that the hearer need not know how the
speaker knows in order to know that the speaker knows: the hearer can possibly
know that the speaker knows in some independent way, perhaps in virtue of
knowing that the speaker is reliable because the hearer has checked up on the
speaker’s reliability for herself or because another person has told her so. There
are two problems with this. First, knowing that the speaker is reliable is arguably
too demanding, and knowing from another’s testimony begs the questions at
issue. Second, to know that the speaker knows in an independent way would
require knowing that P in an independent way, for P is what one will know if one
knows that someone knows that P. But once the hearer knows that P in an inde-
pendent way, why should the hearer bother to rely on the speaker?24

Second, one could require that the hearer know that the speaker is trustworthy,
justified, or reliable. But that would not work as the considerations just raised
show: it also would be too demanding. Further, isn’t George trustworthy and
reliable, at least generally? Though he is not reliable about the geography of
southern Bordeaux, isn’t he reliable about wines? If we say he is not trustworthy
or reliable because he sometimes gets it wrong about Bordeaux, then to save (KS)
we must add that the hearer knows that the speaker is reliable in the sense of
ruling out the relevant alternatives in the particular case. But again, that is asking
too much of an ordinary hearer. (See the fourth proposal, below.) Lastly, such a
move is contrary to the spirit of the idea that one can learn from others by trusting
them, for requiring that one know that one’s source is reliable is not really to trust
one’s source but rather to trust oneself.

Third, one could require that the hearer be justified in believing that the speaker
knows. But again this would not work for it seems that Michael and Jenny would
both be justified in holding such a belief, and so would satisfy such a condition. Also, such a condition is arguably too demanding, at least for children and for ordinary cases of interlocution.

Lastly, one could require that the hearer rule out the relevant alternatives that the speaker has not ruled out. That would do the trick, but that would amount to endorsement of (IN), for then the hearer’s state of understanding the speaker, given what else the hearer knows, would carry the information that P.25

I see no other condition that would work. For a further condition on the hearer to work it must either be too demanding, or really just be the endorsement of (IN). So adding conditions on the speaker or the hearer will not save (KS) in letter or in spirit.26

V

I now offer a possible objection that involves both (KS) and (IN). The boy who cries “Wolf!” is not to be trusted. The members of his community have been fooled one too many times. But then one day he sees a wolf and thereby comes to know that there is a wolf. He runs up the hill and encounters a stranger who is unaware of the boy’s previous false steps and cries “Wolf!” The stranger, alarmed, accepts the boy’s report. Does he come to know that there is a wolf threatening the village herd?

A hypothetical objector might hold that this case poses a difficulty for my view.27 One might say that the stranger comes to know because the boy knows, even though the boy is not a reliable reporter about the presence of wolves because of his past false reports. The boy’s report does not indicate the presence of a wolf because he would say P even if not P. Nevertheless he imparts knowledge because he “speaks from his knowledge.” (KS) is true, the hypothetical objector claims, and (IN) is false.

It is unclear exactly what to say about this example without spelling it out in more detail. There are at least two ways to do this. In the first it is plausible to hold that the stranger does come to know and in the second it is clear that the stranger does not. Suppose that the boy, who has cried “Wolf!” a number of times in order to get attention from the villagers, learns his lesson at the very moment when he actually sees a wolf. He is so scared that his psychology takes a turn for the better. He now says that there is a wolf because he sees one. He realizes the gravity of the present situation, and he even realizes how terrible his previous deeds were. Before he was, in a way, a broken alarm. He would go off when no danger was present. But now that he detects danger, his report of the threat to the village is a reliable one. The fright is sufficient to fix the alarm. In these circumstances his statement indicates the presence of a wolf. And so it is not so unreasonable to say that the stranger, when accepting the boy’s report, comes to know that a wolf is threatening the flock.28

But we can also spell out the case in another way. Suppose the boy still cares little for honesty, but it is not the attention he is after, but rather the sheer delight
in making reports about important matters in a completely random way, that leads
him to tell the stranger that a wolf is present. That is, seeing the wolf prompts him
to make a report about the presence or absence of a wolf, but the reason why he
says a wolf is present and not absent is because he flipped a coin. He says there is
a wolf not because he believes on the basis of excellent evidence that a wolf is
present, but because the coin turned up heads. He may be a reliable believer, but
he is not a reliable reporter. Here the stranger does not come to know about the
wolf. He is in no better shape than he would be in if the boy had asked him if he
thought a wolf were present and he made up his mind by flipping the coin himself.

What the example shows is that it is important not to think of reliability in
merely statistical terms, for if we think in those terms, we will say that the boy
cannot be a reliable reporter, even when he sees the wolf and is shocked into a
change of disposition, for most of the boy’s reports about wolves are misleading.
What matters is the truth of the subjunctive on particular occasions. What matters
is whether, on this occasion, the boy would not say that there is a wolf unless there
is a wolf. So even though the boy has made more false reports about wolves than
true ones, one can still learn about whether there is a wolf threatening the flock
from the boy once he has seen one before his very eyes. What matters, in short, is
the disposition underlying the boy’s report and whether it will underwrite the
truth of the subjunctive. It is this mistake, thinking of the relevant reliability in
statistical terms, that led the hypothetical objector into thinking that what matters
is whether the speaker knows that P, not whether the speaker’s report carries the
information that P.

Our hypothetical objector is wrong to think that the stranger can come to know
even when the reporter is relevantly unreliable, even when the speaker’s report
does not indicate that P. When it is clear that the stranger comes to know it is
because the boy is now a reliable reporter. He now, or at least in these circum-
stances, says that P only if P. The boy was an unreliable reporter, but he no longer
is. He is like a thermometer that once was broken but now is fixed. Although the
case does not impugn (KS), for when the hearer does not know the report is not
relevantly sincere, it does not impugn (IN) either.

VI

My thinking on these matters has been guided by the following idea: the episte-
myology of testimony is importantly analogous to the epistemology of perception.
In this respect I follow Thomas Reid.29 But it may be thought that there is an
important disanalogy between testimony and perception. It is reasonable to be-
lieve that our perceptual experiences and beliefs carry information because there
are laws or law-like regularities that (in normal circumstances) correlate our ex-
periences and beliefs with the facts. But is it reasonable to believe that something
like this obtains in the case of human testimony? Is testimony really like percep-
tion? After all, in the case of perception and perceptual belief, nature is doing
most, if not all, of the work. But when it comes to testimony, agency is involved.
The speaker chooses to say what he or she does; it is up to her to say what she believes. Testimony, unlike perception, involves another mind. More importantly, it involves free will. The speaker can always choose to lie or mislead. Hence there is an important disanalogy between perception and testimony. Perhaps it simply does not make sense to say that a speaker’s utterance or report is something that, like the rings of a tree or marks in the snow, carries information about some other event or state of affairs. The reliability of testimony, it might be said, is not something that is underwritten by laws or lawlike regularities in situ.

I think we sometimes know things on the basis of perception because of the circumstances we are in, the laws of nature, and our cognitive makeup. The circumstances, the laws, and our psychology underwrite, when true, the subjunctive that things would not look like this unless such and such were the case. Though it is true in one sense of ‘can’ that things can always go wrong, that things might always look differently than they are (a demon might be fooling us, the laws of nature might have suddenly changed, and so on), it is false in another sense that things can go wrong given the circumstances, the laws, and the cognitive machinery in question. A perceptual experience carries the information that a tree is before one given that lighting conditions are normal, that one’s eyes are functioning properly, and so forth. Given all of that, it is false that there might not be a tree but it seems as if there is a tree. All counterfactuals, all subjunctives, presuppose that certain actual conditions, conditions that are independent of the imagined change, remain actual in the envisaged counterfactual situation. When we imagine changes to test the truth of the subjunctive, we hold fast the laws of nature, my cognitive makeup, and so on.

When it comes to testimony I think we sometimes come to know things on the basis of what other people say because of the circumstances, the laws of nature, and the cognitive makeup of our interlocutors and ourselves. On the speaker’s side, we learn things (in part and usually) because speakers would not say that P, for some P at some time in some circumstance, unless they believed that P. For instance, you know that I had waffles for breakfast today in part because I would not say that I had waffles today unless I believed I did. I am that kind of person. When we test the truth of this subjunctive in a counterfactual situation we hold fast traits of character, general motivations, and other facts that are independent of what I had for breakfast. We are saying that in those conditions, the conditions that actually obtained on the occasion in question, one event regularly follows another. Compare not just what I say, but also what I do or what happens to me. Walking down the street it is highly unlikely that I will trip and fall. I am that kind of person. I am not a clumsy ox. But if Chester were to trip me, then I would fall. When we say “I would not have fallen if Chester had not have tripped me” we assume that I am the kind of person who does not regularly stumble over his own feet. If this condition is not held constant, then the subjunctive will turn out false. I would or might have fallen even if Chester didn’t trip me. In evaluating subjunctives or counterfactuals, we hold certain conditions constant, whether the
subjunctives have to do with marks in the snow, the rings of a tree, the production of perceptual experiences, linguistic behavior, or falling down face first.

What makes it true that speakers would not say that P, at least for some P at some time in some circumstance, unless they believed that P? Presumably it has to do with the character of the speaker in question, with the speaker’s cognitive makeup, with his or her psychology. Reid held that we are naturally disposed to say what we believe. He called this natural disposition the principle of veracity, an innate or original principle of the human mind. Reid, I think, was correct to posit such a disposition. Are there other reasons that could explain why speakers would (for some P, for some time, and for some circumstance) not say that P unless they believed that P? Presumably there are. It may be due to upbringing. It may be due to a respect for the duty to tell the truth. It may be due to hypnosis or mental handicap. It may be due to the belief that if one is honest one will enjoy great rewards in the next life. People are honest because they are naturally inclined to honesty and have no reason to mislead, or because they were raised that way, or because they believe it is the right thing to do, or because they are compelled by another or by mental handicap, or out of self interest. Explanations of behavior that appeal to beliefs, desires, innate principles of reasoning, and so on, are intentional explanations. They are explanations that appeal to intentional or psychological laws. Compare walking to the fridge for a beer and saying that there is a beer in the fridge. Even though ordinary behavior, such as walking into the kitchen to get a beer out of the fridge, involves agency, there are still psychological or ceteris paribus laws underwriting the production of the behavior. He wants a beer, thinks there is a beer in the fridge, and walks to the fridge and opens the door because of what he believes and desires, ceteris paribus. Such ceteris paribus laws are laws that involve facts about character or individual psychology, laws that will underwrite, when true, the subjunctive that a speaker would not say that P unless he or she believed that P.

Psychological laws, though perhaps not reducible to laws of nature, are nonetheless laws. This was a point Hume was well aware of. It is a point we exploit when reasoning about what other people will do so that we can coordinate our actions, or about what they believe and desire so that we may bend their behavior to accord with our own beliefs and desires. When we reason about actions and natural effects, we treat them on a par. Hume wrote, of a particular example, that:

Here is a connected chain of natural causes and voluntary actions; but the mind feels no difference between them in passing from one link to another: Nor is less certain of the future event than if it were connected with the objects present to the memory or senses, by a train of causes, cemented together by what we are pleased to call a physical necessity. The same experienced union has the same effect on the mind, whether the united objects be motives, volition, and actions; or figure and motion. (Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, VII, I, 70.)

Even if there is an important difference in the nature of things between physical necessity and action, it does not follow that there is an important difference
in the regularity with which physical laws and psychological laws produce the motions of the wind and the voluntary behavior of agents. Even though testimony, unlike perception, involves another mind it does not follow that there is an important disanalogy between perception and testimony. It does not follow that it does not make sense to say that a speaker’s utterance or report is something that, like the rings of a tree or marks in the snow, carries information about some other event or state of affairs. Again there are two senses of ‘can’ at work here. In one sense the speaker can always choose to lie or mislead. But in another sense, given the speaker’s character, given what else the speaker believes and desires, and so on, it is false that the speaker can always choose to lie or mislead. “I cannot tell a lie” a famous American once said, or so Americans are fond of saying. I know I might choose to say that I had something else for breakfast, but I would not say that I had waffles unless I did. Really, I am that kind of person. Though the explanations, at one level of description, for why perception and testimony carry information that cognizers pick up and utilize may differ, it does not follow that one provides information and the other does not. If there is an important disanalogy between testimony and perception, a disanalogy that undermines the information-theoretic approach to testimony, the existence of free will and the possibility of deception is not its source.34

VII

I said I wanted to understand why testimony is a source of knowledge, why it is we sometimes come to learn something by accepting the word of another. Although I have only argued here in favor of (IN), I think the reason we sometimes learn that P from others is because the reports speaker’s make carry the information that P, and that information is information that, in the ordinary case, we will pick up and make use of when coming to believe that P. Let me fill this out in a little more detail, and at the same time try to account for the plausibility of (KS) and (KN).

I claimed at the outset that knowledge that P is belief that P justifiably based on grounds that carry the information that P. In the ordinary case when a speaker knows that P, his or her belief that P will not only be based on grounds that carry the information that P, but the belief itself, because it is based on such grounds, will also carry the information that P. Although this does not obtain in George’s case, it does obtain in Andy’s case, and it will obtain in most cases of ordinary perceptual knowledge. Your eyes, for instance, will not only produce a perceptual experience that “tracks the truth,” the belief you form will also track the truth.

Furthermore, in an ordinary case where a speaker says what he or she believes, his or her belief will be a part of the cause of what he or she says. As a result, the assertive utterance, the report, will also carry the information that P. In the ordinary case, then, when a speaker knows that P and sincerely states that P, the statement produced will carry the information that P.
Lastly, in an ordinary case, a hearer’s cognitive state of understanding a speaker as having asserted that P will be the result of a speaker having asserted that P. If the speaker’s assertion or statement carries the information that P, then in the ordinary case, the case where there are no relevant alternatives, the hearer’s state of understanding the speaker will also carry the information that P.

In short, in the ordinary case the information that P flows from the basis of the speaker’s belief to the speaker’s belief to the speaker’s statement to the hearer’s basis for his or her belief, and then to the hearer’s belief, which in turn may flow to the hearer’s statement when the hearer passes the message on to another interlocutor.

What all of this shows, I think, is that in the ordinary case a hearer learns from a speaker not because the speaker knows, but because in knowing that P the speaker believes that P on the basis of an internal state that carries the information that P, information that he or she can pass on to a hearer through communication.35

These facts explain the plausibility of (KS), for ordinarily when the speaker knows the information that P will be conveyed to the hearer.36 This also explains the plausibility of (KN), for when the speaker does not know, that is because, at least ordinarily, the basis of his or her belief does not carry the information that P, and so the information is not conveyed to the hearer. But when the speaker’s belief does not carry the information, or when the speaker’s statement does not carry the information, or when the hearer’s cognitive state of understanding the speaker as having stated that P does not carry the information, then even though the speaker knows that P, the hearer will not come to know that P by trusting the speaker. Even though they are plausible, they are false. A hearer needs the information that P to know that P, something a knowledgeable speaker may fail to provide.37

Notes

1For endorsements of (KN) see Audi 1997, Welbourne 1994, Dummett 1994, A. Ross 1986, Burge 1993, J. Ross 1975, Lehrer 1987, 1990, 1994, Hardwig 1985, 1991, and Plantinga 1993. For endorsements of (KS) see Welbourne 1979, 1983, 1994, Coady 1992, Evans 1982, and Williamson 1996. (KN) as stated requires qualification to adequately capture the spirit of what is intended. For instance, it should be qualified to take into consideration cases where the speaker is just passing on what someone else has said, where the other person knows that P but the speaker does not, perhaps because the speaker does not understand or believe the message that he is passing on. Children are often in this position, repeating to others what their parents have told them, and perhaps people hypnotized to say something when prompted. But since I am not concerned in the present paper to argue against (KN), I will pass over these matters here. For discussion, see my forthcoming-b. Three possible qualifications to (KS) will be considered in what follows, two in §IV (one having to do the speaker, another with the hearer) and one in note 26. 2See Dretske 1969, 1971, 1981.
3The locution ‘presentation-as-true’ is due to Burge (1993), and is meant to cover what is implied as well as what is said when a speaker makes an assertive utterance.
4Controversy surrounds what it is to understand a speaker as having made an assertion or presentation-as-true and what it is to form a belief on the basis of so understanding. Concerning understanding, one position holds that it is a form of belief, a belief to the effect that the speaker
asserted or implied that P (Jack 1994). Another position holds that understanding is a form of perception (McDowell 1979, Fricker 1987). A third position holds that understanding is a distinct cognitive state or propositional attitude (Burge 1993, 1997). Although I find the third answer attractive, the second is compatible with what I argue for here, and the first, though taken one way is not within the spirit of what I argue for here (nor within the spirit of the view I argue against), is not strictly incompatible with the view I advance. Deciding between these three positions, fortunately, will not matter for present purposes, for neither the truth of the standard view nor of the proposed alternative turns on any of these three answers. For some, albeit brief, discussion of what it is to accept a speaker’s statement, see my forthcoming-b.

5 See my forthcoming-b.

8 What makes an alternative possibility relevant? This is a difficult question that I cannot address here in any depth. When it comes to particular cases discussed in the text what matters is whether there is some other possible cause of the subject’s understanding a speaker as having asserted that P other than (in the final explanation) the fact that P, some other factor which would bring it about that the hearer’s basis for believing that P would fail to track the truth or co-vary with the facts. Something is a relevant alternative when, in the circumstances, it makes it likely that the grounds would be as they are (of a certain type) even though things would not be as the grounds “say” they are. Compare beliefs being of the same type. If we were, per impossible, to think of an experience as a proto-belief, then something would be a relevant alternative when, in the circumstances, it makes it likely that the subject would proto-believe that P even if not P. What is difficult is accounting for what makes it the case that two experiences, two so-called “proto-beliefs,” are of the same type. I do not here offer a general account of perceptual or cognitive equivalence. I hope the remarks in this note and elsewhere in the text are suggestive. See also notes 14, 15, and 19. For some related discussion, see Dretske 1991. Compare Lewis 1996.

9 Why not hold, with Nozick 1981, that the belief, and not just the grounds for the belief, must “track the truth” or carry the information that P? The second counter-example to (KS) shows why this requirement would be too strong. Someone can know that P even if his or her belief does not “co-vary” with the truth in the right way; only the grounds need so co-vary. See notes 18 and 20.

11 Is the idiom of information carrying essential to the making of my case? I think the answer is no. What is essential is that the believer’s grounds guarantee that P or establish the fact that P. One can give an account of such grounds without using the information-carrying idiom. One can stick with talk of “truth-tracking” (Nozick 1981) or “reliability” and “no relevant alternatives” (Goldman 1986) or “proper functioning in normal global and local contexts” (Plantinga 1993, 1997), or in some other truth-conducive terms. Or one could just talk in terms of guarantees without accounting for why the guarantees obtain (McDowell 1994, Fogelin 1994). One can use these notions and still end up with an alternative to the standard view, for there will be cases where speakers know that P but fail to guarantee that P when stating that P, and cases where the speaker does not know that P but nonetheless guarantees that P when stating that P. I will return to this point below in §VI. However, I am convinced that once one goes deeper and tries to account for the guarantees, one is forced to turn to the laws operative in situ, and one ends up endorsing the information-carrying view, whether one uses the words ‘information carrying’ or not. Furthermore, I find the idiom useful for it is seamless with theories of content and also allows for simple descriptions of the examples discussed here.
12 But see also footnote 20 that contains a third kind of counter-example.

13 In Harman’s version, the version Adler discusses, the other reporters report what is not the case. Although the example as presented by Harman and Adler would serve to make my point, I have altered it so that it is structurally analogous to the barns case in a certain respect, and so that it is very clearly analogous to the thermometer case from Goldman 1986, discussed below in note 15.
There is another way of describing the case where she does come to know by relying on Andy. Suppose Jenny only reads Andy’s paper. Suppose she has made a commitment to him and his paper. Perhaps it is the paper her family has read for years or perhaps she has decided to trust only Andy. If his paper were not available, she would not read any other, or if she did see another paper, she would remain agnostic about its contents. The other papers are not cognitively equivalent for her. They are not relevant alternatives for her because they would not put her in a state of understanding Andy as having reported that P. In that case it does seem that she comes to know by relying on Andy. It is as if the other newspapers do not exist; they have no effect on her.

The case is structurally the same as a case due to Goldman ~1986: 45–6. Call it the Thermometer Case. Suppose a father reaches into a box of thermometers and picks the only one that happens to work; all the rest would read 98°F regardless. Although his child’s temperature is 98°F and the father believes it is so on the basis of using the reliable thermometer, he does not know that his child’s temperature is 98°F. This case, like Jenny’s case, might be thought of as a counter-example to information-carrying theories generally. Indeed, such was Goldman’s (and Fogelin’s 1994) intent when offering the example. But this is not so. The mistake is confusing the state of the thermometer, the level of the mercury, with the basis for the father’s belief. The basis, strictly speaking, is not the state of the thermometer, but the father’s internal state of seeing or registering that the thermometer reads 98°F. What the information-theoretic principles require is that the believer form his or her belief on the basis of an internal ground that carries the information that P. Since the father would just as likely have picked up an unreliable though accidentally accurate thermometer, his perceptual state does not carry the information that the child’s temperature is 98°F. The thermometer he uses may “track the truth” though his perceptual state does not.

On the other hand, suppose that the reliable thermometer is the only one with a purple label, and suppose the father would only use that one. He would never use any of the others. For him they might as well be swizzle sticks for cocktails. He would then be like Jenny in the previous note who only reads Andy’s column. Then it seems the father would know when using the reliable thermometer. Thanks to Fred Dretske for this last point.

I have varied Dretske’s example by adding that Chianti was also served at the party, hence it should be clear that in this context the possibility that George was served a Chianti, and not a Bordeaux, is relevant.

Wine aficionados inform me that it is difficult to imagine how George could come to mistakenly believe that Tuscany is in Bordeaux given the extensive labeling on bottles of wine. This, I believe, is an accidental feature of the example. We could easily imagine a system of labeling that did not make it hard to imagine someone with George’s discriminating palate falsely believing that Tuscany is in Bordeaux.

(1992: ch. 13). Coady argues that there is no asymmetry between George and Michael. He argues first that neither know and then that both know. Since the underlying reason is the same in both cases, I here only discuss his argument that neither know. Coady gives an additional reason. He says that Dretske is committed to Nozick’s condition (3), the truth-tracking condition, on knowledge. Given this, it follows that George does not know, hence neither knows. The reason George does not know is that he would believe that it was a Bordeaux even if it were a Chianti. Hence his belief does not “track the truth” (1992: 225ff.). Coady’s reasoning is correct; the example is, as I see it, a counter-example to Nozick. The attribution, however, is incorrect, for Dretske holds that whereas the perceptual state must “track the truth” or carry the information, the belief that results need not. In effect Dretske holds that Nozick’s tracking condition (3) is too strong on belief, but not on evidence (Dretske 1981: 90–1). Adler (1996: 105) seems to make this same interpretive mistake. Adler’s mistake is egregious, for he endorses Dretske’s intuitions about the example but then goes on to use Nozick’s (3) to explain why Michael does not know.

However, Coady is putting pressure on the right spot. To show that George does not know, one must show that the presence of Chianti is a relevant alternative for George, an alternative that his evidence does not rule out. To do this, Coady must show that the two taste-sensations, though different in certain respects, are perceptually equivalent for George in the way that a small barn and a large...
façade might be perceptually equivalent for the driver in the countryside. Though I have not here offered a theory that would allow us to draw the line between George and the driver such that the two taste sensations are not equivalent but the two barn appearances are, it seems that such a result is clearly the right result. The following remark may help. For George, the two sensations play different cognitive roles. One disposes him to believe he is tasting Médoc, the other to believe he is tasting Chianti. The former may lead him to order more if he is eating one kind of food, and the latter may lead him to drink more water or order Italian. All of this is evidence that the two sensations are not perceptually equivalent for George.

20 There are other kinds of cases where the speaker will know that P but will not guarantee that P when stating that P because his belief that P will not carry the information that P. In the example in the text, this happens because of the speaker’s false connecting belief. But someone can also use an unreliable method, as well as a reliable one, to come to believe whether P, and so sometimes know that P even though his or her belief does not itself guarantee that P. The unreliable method is like the false connecting belief. Here is an example from Peacocke (1986). Mary sometimes believes that it is raining because she looks and sometimes because she consults an astrological table. When she looks outside and sees that it is raining and tells you over the phone that it is raining, you don’t come to know that it is raining even though she knows. She would tell you that it is raining even if it were not. What Mary has are two distinct kinds of mental states, one a perceptual experience of the weather and the other a cognitive state of understanding an astrological chart, one that guarantees that it is raining and the other that does not. Because she sometimes relies on the latter, her belief that it is raining will not carry the information that it is raining, even though seeing that it is raining will. Unreliable methods, as well as false connecting beliefs, can generate counter-examples to KS that support IN.

21 Coady seems ambivalent between holding that Dretske is wrong and KS is fine as it stands and holding that Dretske is correct but (KS*) can treat the example. Further, since Coady holds that “competency” is a condition upon testifying, something like (KS) and (KS*) may be equivalent for Coady. “Any plausible” transmission principle, Coady writes, “should refer not only to sincerity but to the speaker’s competence as a witness... Testifying is just one speech act amongst many which has a competency condition” (1992: 229). That is, a speaker S must possess “the relevant competence, authority, or credentials to state truly that P” in order to count as testifying that P (1992: 42). I have argued elsewhere (1997; cf. Fricker 1995: 396–7) that this is false, that competence is not a necessary condition on the speech act of testimony.

22 These considerations also show that George is “trustworthy” about European wines, “globally reliable” about European wines, and so on. Lehrer’s (1987, 1990, 1994) account, which holds that the hearer must know or justifiably believe that the speaker is “trustworthy,” faces the same dilemma.

23 “Competence” is certainly not normally understood in this way, as the remarks in the preceding paragraph show. Compare Fricker (1987, 1994) and Cooper (1987: 85–7).

24 I am grateful to Peter Kung for this point.

25 For further discussion of this point, see my forthcoming-b.

26 There is one last proposal I should mention in a footnote. Instead of adding conditions on the speaker or the hearer, one might simply add to (KS) the condition that there be no defeating conditions. For instance, Evans endorses (KS**).

(KS**) If the speaker S has knowledge of x to the effect that it is F, and in consequence utters a sentence in which he refers to x, and says of it that it is F, and if his audience A hears and understands the utterance, and accepts as true (and there are no defeating conditions), then A himself thereby comes to know of x that it is F. (Evans 1982: 310–1)

This proposal faces a similar dilemma as Coady’s proposal. Either the “no defeating clause” is met but the counter-examples still go through, or the counter-examples do not go through but the clause amounts to nothing more than adding the information-carrying requirement to the antecedent of (KS). I suppose the latter is the case, for the defeating conditions are equivalent to the presence of relevant alternatives: the Chianti in George’s case and the fake reports in Andy’s case.
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